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A new method was developed for revealing of composite clusters of cis-elements in promoters of
eukaryotic genes that are functionally related or coexpressed. A software system “ClusterScan”
have been created that enables: (i) to train system on representative samples of promoters to reveal
cis-elements that tend to cluster; (ii) to train system on a number of samples of functionally related
promoters to identify functionally coupled transcription factors; (iii) to provide tools for searching
of this clusters in genomic sequences to identify and functionally characterize regulatory regions in
genome. A number of training samples of different functional and structural groups of promoters
were analysed. Search for composite clusters in human chromosomes 21 and 22 reveals a number
of interesting examples. Finally, a decision tree system was constructed to classify promoters of
several functionally related gene groups. The decision tree system enables to identify new
promoters and computationally predict their possible function.

1. Introduction
Besides the fact that genomes of eukaryotic organisms contain rather limited
number of genes (Ng) [1], the number of different intracellular molecular states
(Ns) is enormously huge (Ns >>Ng). In multicellular organisms these are states of
cellular ontogenesis in different tissues, organs and cell types, a number of
developmental stages and cell cycle phases, the huge amount of influences of
different external and internal signals. Every state is characterized and precisely
organized by differential expression of specific sets of genes. Therefore it becomes
obvious that most of the genes in genome are expressed in various cellular states
(gene expression pattern), and it is a combination of active genes that is state
specific (gene expression profile). For the majority of genes, transcription
regulation plays the most important role in regulation of gene expression.
Combinatorial regulation of transcription is organized through binding of a
multiplicity of transcription factors (TFs) to their target sites (cis-elements) in
regulatory regions. Corresponding TFs interact with each other and with particular
components of the basal transcription complex as well as with
coactivators/corepressors, histone acetylases/deacetylases, therefore making up
function-specific multiprotein complexes. These multi-protein complexes are often
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referred to as enhncesomes [1]. Functionally related genes involved in the same
molecular-genetic, biochemical, or physiological process are often regulated
coordinately by specific combinations of transcription factors. On the level of
DNA, the blueprint of such common mechanisms of regulation may be seen as
specific combinations of TF binding sites located in a close proximity to each
other. We call such structures as “composite clusters”. We are aiming to reveal a
variety of such composite clusters in regulatory regions of eukaryotic genes.
Different composite clusters could serve as good benchmarks for identification of
new promoters and other regulatory regions in genomes and for functional
characterization of the expression of the corresponding new genes as for
understanding molecular mechanisms of their regulation. The goal is to find
efficient means for automatic annotation of genomic regulatory sequences.
Last years, several computational approaches have appeared addressing the
problem of combinatorial regulation of transcription. Specific TF binding site
combinations were used for identification of muscle-specific promoters [2,3] for
liver-enriched genes [4] and for yeast genes [5]. Recently, we have shown that
search for specific combinations of two TF sites - composite elements - is a very
effective tool for predicting gene expression patterns. We have demonstrated this
approach for promoters of genes highly induced upon immune response [6].
Promoters of genes regulated during cell cycle could be recognized by combination
of E2F binding sites with a dozen of oligonucleotide motifs [7]. A number of
known examples of composite elements is collected in COMPEL database [8]. This
data together with computationally predicted composite structure provide a key for
annotation of regulatory regions in genomes.
Annotation of gene regulatory regions requires computational approaches that
work with high sensitivity and specificity. One possible way to increase specificity
is to develop methods that are trained on groups of co-regulated promoters rather
than all promoters. Specific combinations of cis-elements for the vast variety of
gene functional groups have to be determined to develop methods for automatic
annotation of regulatory genomic sequences.
We have developed a method for revealing of composite clusters of ciselements in promoters of eukaryotic genes that are functionally related or
coexpressed. A software system “ClusterScan” have been created that enables: (i)
to train system on representative samples of promoters to reveal cis-elements that
tend to cluster; (ii) to train system on a number of samples of functionally related
promoters to identify functionally coupled transcription factors; (iii) to provide
tools for searching of this clusters in genomic sequences to identify and
functionally characterize regulatory regions in genome. A number of training
samples of different functional and structural groups of promoters were analysed.
Search for composite clusters in human chromosomes 21 and 22 reveals a number
of potential cell cycle regulated sequences. Finally, a decision tree system was
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constructed to classify promoters of several functionally related gene groups. The
decision tree system enables to predict an expression pattern of a new potential
promoter by classifying it to the one of these promoter groups.

2 Method
2.1 Revealing of composite clusters of TF binding sites.
It is known that most of TF target sites are located in 5’ regions of genes. We
assume that binding sites for transcription factors that bind together to a regulatory
region of a gene tend to be co-localized in a relatively short region inside the 5’
regulatory region in order to provide possibility for protein-protein interactions
between these factors. Therefore, it is expected that such sites for many different
factors will make clusters in 5’ regulatory regions that we call: “composite
clusters” (CC) . Presence of such composite clusters in genomic sequence might be
a good indication of regulatory regions of genes.
We have developed a method for identifying composite clusters of binding
sites that are specific for promoter sequences. The method first analyses structure
of promoter sequences from a training set of promoters trying to reveal clusters of
transcription factor binding sites. For that, the whole library of weight matrices
collected in TRANSFAC database [9] were considered. The method is based on
genetic algorithm. It selects matrices and optimises cut-off values for every
considered matrix in order to maximize the number of clusters in the training set
of promoter sequences in contrast to a control set of non-promoter sequences.
Let’s M is the set of all weight matrices from TRANSFAC. The following
parameters are used for revealing composite clusters: K – a subset of weight
(k )
(k∈K) - cut-off values of the matrix score
matrices selected from the set M; qcut
− off
(a site s considered to be present in a given position of the sequence if the score of
(k )
the matrix k at this position exceeds the cut-off value q ( k ) ( s) > q cut
); maxd –
−off
the maximal distance between adjacent binding sites in a cluster. For example,
when mind = 20bp, the algorithm considers only those clusters where distances
between adjacent sites shorter then 20bp. The borders of the clusters are defined by
sites that separated from the neighbour sites by the distance longer then maxd. For
a fixed set λ of mentioned above parameters we can search for all clusters in
every promoter sequence x. Then, we calculate the following function, that we call
“cluster score”:

CC _ score λ ( x) =

∑ number _ of _ sites (i) × density _ of _ sites (i )

i =1, n

(1)

where n – is the number of found clusters in the sequence x; number_of_sites(i)
–
number
of
sites
in
the
i-th
cluster;
density_of_sites(i)=
number_of_sites(i)/length_of_cluster(i) – density of sites in the i-th cluster.
To reveal the best parameter set λ best that exposes clusters in the promoters
we apply a genetic algorithm (GA-1) that selects the subset K and optimises the
values of the parameters mind and

J (λ ) = ( Y1

(k )
qcut
− off . We use the following fitness function:

∑ CC _ score ( y) − ∑ CC _ score ( z)) − R( K )
y∈Y

λ

1
Z

z∈Z

λ

(2)

In this fitness function we calculate difference between average values of the
cluster score of the positive sample (Y) and negative sample (Z). The training set
of promoters is the positive sample Y. As the negative sample Z we use a set of
exon sequences. R(m) – is a function constructed similar to the Akaike Information
Criteria [10] that decreases fitness of the models while the number of weight
matrices increases. This criterion rescues the model to be over-fitted by getting the
high number of free parameters.
2.2 Revealing of functionally coupled transcription factor sets
To analyse in more details the structure of found composite clusters we consider
the following basic model of the composite promoter structure. Every eukaryotic
promoter (or, more generally, a transcription regulatory region) contains numerous
binding sites for different transcription factors that are organized in a number of
functionally coupled subsets of factors – “functional sets” (FS). Every FS consists
of a group of transcription factors that work together in one regulatory process by
synergy or in antagonism through binding to their target sites that located in a
close proximity to each other in regulatory regions of genes. Such FSs provide a
framework for building up a specific complex of interacting TFs that supply a
distinct regulatory function. Many examples of the simplest FSs consisting of two
TFs with two adjacent binding sites are collected in the database of composite
elements COMPEL [8]. Such FSs may provide gene induction in response to a
complex condition, e.g. tissue-specific response to a certain extracellular signals.
More complex FSs consisting of several interacting factors and may contain DNA
signals of complex origin, such as TATA and GC boxes, Inr element and others. A
family of functionally related promoters shares FSs that contain “obligatory”
factors with target sites found practically in all promoters of the set and defining
the “main” function of these promoters and “facultative” sites that may vary from

promoter to promoter and modulate the function in a specific manner. Such FSs
being revealed as common for a promoter sample may be good benchmarks for
promoter classification.
We describe a FS - µ, characteristic for a group of functionally related
promoters, by the following set of parameters: P a set of different TF weight
matrices that compose the µ (including “obligatory” and “facultative” matrices).
A certain cut-off value

( p)
φ ( p ) are assigned to every
qcut
−off and importance value

weight matrix p (p∈P) in µ. For every promoter sequence x we calculate the
following function, that we call a “functional score”:

FS _ score µ ( x ) = ∑ φ ( p ) × q 0( p ) ( x ) ,

(3)

p∈P

where q 0( p ) ( x ) is the score of the best site found in the sequence x by the
( p)

matrix p ( q0

( p)
= 0 , if no sites were found with score q > qcut
−off ).

Optimisation of the parameters of the “functional score” is done by a
modification of genetic algorithm (GA-2) similar to the one described in the
previous section. In this case, the positive samples (Y) were sets of functionally
related promoters. As the negative sample (Z) we use a full set of promoters (EPD
database) where Y promoters are excluded.
2.3 Decision tree for classification of promoters
To classify promoters we build a decision tree (T) in the similar way as in [11]. The
bottom nodes (i) of the tree (leafs) contain L different promoter classes. The
internal nodes (j) of the tree represent different types of FSs - µ(j). To classify a
promoter sequence x the functional score

FS _ scoreµ( i ) ( x)

is calculated

according to the equation (2) at every node as the sequence is passed to the tree.
Cut-off values FS_scorecut-off are assigned to every internal node. If
FS _ score ( i ) ( x) > FS_scorecut-off the sequence is passed to the left downstream
µ

node otherwise to the right downstream node. Finally, the sequence is classified to
the one of the L promoter classes.
The decision tree was built by a variant of the genetic algorithm (GA-3), that
optimizes the structure of the decision tree and cut-off values of the corresponding
functions. The algorithm selects the components of µ (j) at every node of the tree.
The fitness function π is calculated on the basis of misclassification rate of decision
tree T :

π (T ) = ∏

i =1, L

(i )
N predict
(i )
N real

R (∑ m ( j ) )

(4)

(i )
Here, N real
– is the number of promoters of the class (i) in the training set,

)
N (ipredict

– is the number of correctly classified promoters of the class (i) , R – is

the same function as in (2) calculated on the total number of weight matrices m(j)
used in the decision tree.
3 Results
3.1 Composite clusters in promoter sequences of mammalian genes.
We extracted promoter sequences of mammalian genes from EPD database. The
considered region was from –500 to +99 relative to the start of transcription. 349
promoters were extracted. We applied GA-1 method and revealed a set of matrices
that exposes clusters in the promoters of this group. The following 25 matrices
were selected by the algorithm: V$MSX1_01, V$PAX8_B, V$CDXA_01,
V$GEN_INI3_B, V$P300_01, V$BARBIE_01, V$E2F_2Q6, V$E2F1_Q6,
V$SP1_01, V$AP1_Q6, V$AP1_Q4, V$PAX4_04, V$NFKB_Q6, V$FOXD3_01,
V$USF_Q6, V$LDSPOLYA_B, V$OCT1_07, V$HNF3B_01, V$STAT_01,
V$E2F_Q4,
V$ETS1_B,
V$OCT1_02,
V$MYCMAX_02,
V$SRF_C,
V$VMAF_01. The maximal distance between adjacent sites maxd = 23bp. The
average size of the clusters in promoter regions was 2.8 sites per cluster and in
exon sequence 0.2 sites per cluster. It means that practically no clusters composed
by these sites were observed in exon sequences, whereas in many promoters these
sites make clusters of 3–5 sites.
3.2 Functionally coupled transcription factor sets.
Seven sets of promoters were obtained from different sources: promoters for cellcycle related genes (43 promoters) and brain enriched genes (45 promoters)
(collected in this work on the base of literature search), muscle-specific (25
promoters) and immune cell specific genes (24 promoters) [6], erythroid specific
genes (10 promoters) (http:/www.bionet.nsc.ru), liver enriched genes (39
promoters) and housekeeping genes (26 promoters) (EPD rel.62). The promoter
sequences of the length 600 bp (from –500 to +99 relative start of transcription)
were extracted from EMBL database. We have selected these sets since they
represent the most distinct functional classes of promoters

Applying the GA-2 method we have revealed functional sets of transcription
factors specific for the promoter classes described above (see Table 1).
One can see, that matrices for a number of class-specific factors (such as E2F,
NF-AT, MyoD, ..) were taken by the method as “obligatory” (high importance
values were assigned). These matrices were included only in one class-specific
functional set. Other matrices for some of the ubiquitous factors (such as SP-1,
SRF, AP-1…) have been included in many FSs. These factors appeared to play an
important role in many types of promoters.
In Fig. 1 we show two distributions of the functional score for cell cycle
promoters versus exon sequences. One can see that high values of the score are the
characteristic feature of the most cell cycle related promoters.

Table 1. Functional sets of transcription factors specific for different promoter
classes. Values of the matrix relative importance are shown in brackets in the front
of each TF name.
Promoter
TF factors selected
J(λ)
–
class
score
Cell-cycle related E2F (1.00), TATA (0.95), CREB (0.88), Sp-1 (0.81)
7.2
BRLF1 (0.192), ATF (0.038), CREB (0.450), Sp-1 (0.592), 3.8
Brain enriched
Muscle-specific
Immune cell
specific
Erythroid specific

HFH2 (1.00)
Tal-1 (0.50), YY-1 (1.0), Oct-1 (0.40), MyoD (0.80), SRF (1.0),
PAX5 (0.80)
COMP1 (0.024), STAF (0.017), NF-kB (1.30), NF-AT (0.957),

5.2
6.6

Brn-2 (0.059)
n-myc (0.31) , GR (0.08), AP-4 (1.00), RREB-1 (0.08), v-Maf

2.0

(.08)

Liver enriched

RORalpha1 (1.00), Sp-1 (0.03), SREBP-1 (1.00), HNF-1 (0.54),

2.6

ER (0.07), GATA-1 (0.03)

Housekeeping

Egr-2 (0.15), AhR/Arnt (0.72), ZID (0.94), Elk-1 (0.79), NRF-2
(0.54), CREB (.62)
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Fig. 1 Histograms of the functional score values in the cell-cycle related promoters
(black) and exon sequences (white). The score is given along the x – axis. The
functional score is calculated on the bases of set of factors specific for cell cycle
promoters that are shown in the Table 1 (first column). In the histogram we show
the percentage of the sequences in each set that exhibit the given value of “cell
cycle functional score”.

3.3 Decision tree classifier of promoters.
A decision tree classifier of the 7 classes of promoters was build by using of the
weight matrices found in the previous step. The bottom nodes of the tree contain 7
different promoter classes. The training set of 212 promoters described above was
used for optimising the decision tree structure with the help of GA-3. The topology
of the one of the decision tree obtained in the analysis is shown in Figure 2.
The following set of TF binding sites appeared to be the most effective for
classification of the mentioned sets of promoters: E2F, Oct-1, NF-AT, MyoD, SRF
and ER.

Percentage of the correct classification obtained by the tree is shown below
each bottom node. One can see that cell cycle related and erythroid specific
promoters are classified best (65 – 70% of correct classifications). In contrast,
promoters of housekeeping genes and brain-enriched genes are most difficult to
classify (34% and 20% of correct classifications correspondingly). It is known that
these two classes contain genes with very heterogeneous function and expression.
More efforts should be paid for initial grouping of promoters into functionally
unified classes.
ER (F>0.26)
yes

no

MyoD (F>0.2)

NF-AT (F>0.8)
yes(q>0.8)
no

yes
no
Musclespecific
44%
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Fig. 2. A decision tree for classification of promoters into 7 functional classes. To
classify a new promoter, the sequence (x) is passed down the tree beginning at the
top. If the functional score: F(x) > Fcut-off the sequence is passed down to the left,
otherwise to the right. The functions F(x) and cut-offs were optimised by GA-3.
We have applied the developed promoter classifier for identification of new
potential cell cycle regulation for a number of known genes retrieved from EMBL.
In our previous work [6] we developed a new method for context-specific
identification of binding sites for E2F transcription factors – the main regulators of
cell cycle progression. This method was applied to reveal new E2F target genes.
We scanned EMBL release 6.0, divisions: hum, rod, vrt, and mam. 4611 promoters
have been have been retrieved and analysed. As a result, 313 promoters were
identified as new potential E2F targets [7].

In the present work, the promoter classifier was applied to the selected
promoters to find the most probable target genes. After passing through the
decision tree 103 promoters were classified as potential cell cycle regulated
promoters.
Some of these promoters were inspected experimentally in our previous
work using in vivo formaldehyde cross-linking technique to confirm the identity of
potential E2F target genes that have been suggested computationally [7]. Using
antibodies against various members of the E2F family, the specific E2F binding to
several promoters under study in asynchronously growing HeLa cells have been
confirmed. The following promoters bearing predicted E2F binding sites were
experimentally confirmed to be cell-cycle dependent: c-fos and junB; the gene
encoding TGF-β which acts as an antiproliferative agent to a majority of cell types;
ARF locus encoding protein that binds to and stabilizes p53 and thus functions in
tumor suppression; mcm4 and mcm5 involved in the initiation of DNA replication;
von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) tumor suppressor gene; and e2f-1.
3.4 Search for composite clusters in human chromosomes and identification of new
potential cell cycle related genes.
We have applied the ClusterScan system for scanning chromosome sequences of
human genome in order to reveal composite clusters benchmarking new potential
regulatory regions. As an example, we search for clusters that are specific for cell
cycle related genes. We have previously shown that promoters of cell cycle genes
are characterized by high frequency of the E2F binding sites [7]. The majority of
promoters of cell cycle genes are GC-rich and TATA-less. In some of these
promoters E2F binding sites are located just at the transcriptional start site. These
data suggest that basal promoters of the cell cycle regulated genes may be
characterized by a specific arrangement of known and yet unknown DNA elements
resulting in specific composite clusters. In the training set of 29 cell cycledependent genes (no orthologs) we have revealed specific basal DNA elements by
using Gibbs sampling program [12]. Within region [-45; -16] three motifs were
revealed: TATA-like, GC box, and “CCT/ATT” motif. At the start site, [-15;+15],
an E2F-like motif, an Inr-like pattern and the motif “CCC/A” were revealed.
Downstream of the start site, within [+16; +45], a GAGA-like box was found. For
all these motifs positional weight matrices were constructed. All the revealed
motifs together with the E2F weight matrix were used for searching composite
clusters in the chromosomal sequences.
Analysis of the human chromosome 21 resulted in 20 composite clusters. Of
them, 7 clusters are located within annotated repeat families – SINE, LINE and
LTR; 1 clusters within CpG islands; 2 within intron sequences of two genes; 4
clusters are found just 5’ to the annotated mRNA start of genes with unknown

function (see an example of such gene found in the chromosome 22, Fig.3); and 6
clusters do not coincide with any annotation.
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Fig.3 Prediction of a novel cell cycle regulated promoter in a fragment of the
chromosome 22. Human DNA sequence from clone RP1-102D24 on chromosome
22 (AC: AL021391) is considered. a) a cluster of E2F sites at the potential starts
of transcription of two genes. b) a pick of the composite cluster score (CC_score)
comprising basal elements revealed in the training set of cell cycle related genes.
In summary, the computer method presented here allows us to search for
clusters of potential cis-regulatory elements and to reveal promoters that belong to
several definite functional categories. Experimental verification of some of these
promoters confirms the computational predictions. With the advent of the largescale sequencing projects, it becomes increasingly essential to develop
computational methods enabling to analyse transcription regulatory regions of new
genes and predict theire regulatory functions.
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